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MESSAGE
The rich Inventory of the Directorate general of
Lighthouses & Lightships is little known to the outside world.
The effort of the Directorate in acquainting the general
public on their rich heritage is worth appreciating. The
booklet on Mahabalipuram has been well conceived and
meticulously brought out. I appreciate the pain taken by the
author in groping the archives of various regions in
consolidating the information.
The Directorate had earlier brought out a book named
“Lighthouses of India” which is of immense help to maritime
fraternity and historians. The release of the booklet on
Mahabalipuram Lighthouse will further help to fathom the
knowledge on trade, commerce and ancient culture of
various dynasties of the region.
I also hope that the various booklets on lighthouses, which
the Directorate is working on, will help all of us in knowing
the importance of the lighthouses in ensuring the safe
navigation during yesteryears and also their efforts to keep
themselves abreast with the present technology. I wish them
all the best.

K. MOHANDAS
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9th February 2011

Forward
The history of lighthouse is as old as navigation. In pursuit of
preserving this rich heritage, lighthouse authorities’ world over
have tried to pen the history of lighthouses. In India, too, we made
an effort in 2004 and published a book “Lighthouses of India” which
was released during 34th IALA Council Meeting held in New Delhi in
Dec 2004. Nonetheless, there are centennial lighthouses on our
Coastline that have immensely contributed in the navigation
particularly when there was no other means of assistance available
in the inventory of the Directorate. The detailed history of these
lighthouses needs to be recorded and brought in public domain.
“Mahabalipuram” Lighthouse in one form or other had been
sentinel to sailors for centuries. A booklet portraying the history of
the lighthouse along with vivid details of arts and culture of various
Dravidian dynasties who ruled the region has been brought out
beautifully. This has been possible only due to sincere efforts put in
the research by Shri. ICR Prasad, Assistant Engineer (Electronics). I
congratulate Shri. Prasad and other officers who have been
associated in this work.
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MARITIME HISTORY OF SOUTH INDIA
Maritime history of South India is the history of Chola,
Chera and Pandya Dynasties; while Chera’s dominated the
western ports of Arabian Sea coast, the other two were super
powers of the Bay of Bengal coast. The Cholas who had
established their kingdom in south India several centuries
before Christ, were well aware of the importance of
commerce with foreign countries, and hence patronised
Ports, had ship building yards and maintained their own fleets
of ships. The head quarters of Chola Kingdom was the port
city Pukar (present Poompuhar and also known as
Kaveripattanam those days), and their kingdom called as
‘Cholamandalam’ in classical Tamil, embraced the coast lines
of modern states of Tamilnadu, Andra Pradesh and southern
part of Orissa. The term Coromondal was derived from
‘Cholamandalam’.
‘Cilappatikaram’ the Tamil epic believed to be written in
the second century A.D., had spent several of its couplets to
praise the marvelous port city of Pukar.
“Glory be to Pukar, glory be to Pukar!
As its Fame grows apace on a par
With the rise of the Chola power
…………………………………
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Be it Potiyil or Imayam or Pukar city,
With its ancient families and unique tradition,
Each will last for ages with undimmed vitality,
Owing to the wise ones who have attained perfection;
Pukar is comparable in fame and splendours
With the broad and fare land of the Devas and Nagas”
Pukar, a busy port of the Bay of Bengal coast in those days,
was frequented by ships from China, Burma, Malaysia, Arab and
Egyptian Greek ships, and a couplet in Cilappatikaram
narrates;.
“Near the water front further interior
Had settled Greek sailors
Who by sea had commerce
Whose exotic ways were a local wonders.”
Maturai Koolavanihan Sathanar alias Sethalai Sathanar,
author of ‘Manimekhalai’, the twin epic of Cilappatikaram, also,
did not flinch in praising the Pukar city.
“Calling upon the ship makers, he reached the beach
Drummed by ocean waves, and embarked a ship
Went straight to Manipallavan Island.
The maiden with faultless knowledge came there,
Recognised the king’s ship and was happy.
With the King she went around the Island
That had following gardens swept by waves.”
The city of Pukar was believed to be the creation of Lord
‘Indra’, and people celebrated Indra’s festival every
year. When the city flourished beyond limit and
prosperity blinded the people’s eyes, they forgot even
to celebrate the Indra’s festival an year. Manimekhala,
the Goddess of Sea was angered upon this and cursed;
“Let the beautiful sea be destroyed by the sea!
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“As the sea flowed over the large city
Like Indra with long lance-wielding hands,
The king deported thence all alone
The uprising waves engulfed the noble Pukar”
It is believed that the complete Pukar city and the Chola
kingdom were destroyed by the sea; a huge tsunami might
have caused of destruction and it seems that the tsunami had
destroyed all the ports of the Bay of Bengal as there was a
certain slump in sea trade therein.
The Pandians’ who ruled south India with their
headquarters at Kancheepuram during 12 and 13 A.D, also
was a dominant force; but declined soon due to in-fights and
civil wars between brothers Vira Pandya and Sundara Pandya
and finally engulfed by Vijayanagara Empire. Vijayanagar
came into existence in 1336 A.D. as a vast empire, bringing
under its sway even outlying Islands. Epigraphic evidences
prove the rulers of Vijayanagar, who took over from Pandians,
maintained fleets of ships and the people were acquainted
with the art of ship building before the advent of Portuguese
th

th

The Portuguese and Dutch who came to India for trade,
made settlements initially in the west-coast and later
encircling the Srilankan Island, advanced to East coast and set
up Trading ports at Pulicat, Nizamapatinam, Devanapatinam
etc.. In 17th Century, Dutch had established an upper hand,
breaking the maritime supremacy of Portuguese, and turned
as leading European Nation in Indian Sub continent.

Formation of Madras state
The first place where the English traded on the
east coast of India was Pettapody near the modern port
of Nizamapatinam. The British East India Company was
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Shore Temple

established by some enterprising traders in
1613, and in 1619 they established a factory
at Pulicat in Tamilnadu, where they met strict
offence from the Dutch who already had a
settlement there, which forced them to open
a major settlement at Armaghon in the
Nellore coast in 1628. In 1639, owing partly
due to annoyances caused to the company’s
officers at Masulipatinam by the subordinates
of the Sultan of Golconda, where company did
major investments in weaving and dyeing industries, Francis
day, the British Chief official at Armaghon, approached the
last representative of Vijayanagar who lived at Chandragiri
in North Arcot then, bought the rights of a big plot owned by
him in the coast of Madras. The work of a small fort on that
land by British was completed on 23 March 1640; the day
being St. George day, the fort was named as Fort St. George,
and later that fort became the hub of all activities of British
East India Company in south India. When the Company was
transformed as Government of India under British Crown in
1858, Fort St. George and Madras became the Headquarters
of Madras State.
rd

Madras Port
Madras was an open sea port, and the goods were loaded
and unloaded in the seashore using long boats, and the
suggestion to make a pier at Madras port came from Warren
Hastings in 1769. Step by step, wharfs and break waters were
constructed for safe harboring of ships and loading unloading
goods directly to wharfs. Being an open sea port,
accumulation of sand inside the port area was the major
problem faced by Madras Harbour.
A cyclonic storm that hit the Madras coast in May 1811
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has devastated the Harbour to an enormous
extend and 120 vessels were lost in the Madras
road alone. For the revival of port, Engineer Mr.
Parkes was deputed to Madras, by Government
of India, and a detailed study report was
submitted by him, recommending the
reconstruction of damaged break waters and
wharfs. Mr. Parkes’s recommendations were
referred to a three member committee of well
known Engineers and the constructions
according to the plans of these three Engineers were
commenced in 1883. The work of Harbour with extended breakst
waters, new wharfs and a new entrance was completed by 31
December 1885 on a total expenditure of Rs, 8.5 million.
When a good amount was invested on infrastructure
development and modernisation of the port, authorities had
decided to attract more and more ships and traders to Madras, to
attain a positive growth chart on the volume of import and
export through it. To improve the goodwill of port as safest and
best one of the Bay of Bengal coast, authorities decided to look
into arrangements for a safe path for ships to Madras also. The
Only danger in the vicinity was Tripasore reef around 40 miles
south of Madras near Seven Pagodas.

Proposal for Seven Pagodas lighthouse
On 24th December 1885, the Port officer of Madras, Mr. J. H.
Taylor vide his letter No. 10999, wrote to the Chief Secretary to
Madras state;
“With reference to the several shipping disasters that have
occurred lately on the Tripasore reef in the neighborhood of the
Seven Pagodas, I would beg respectfully to recommend that a
light be placed on the spot, in the most convenient situation, to
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Cave Temple

warn vessels off this danger. The Hindustan, the
Karamania and the Tangier, though they offer
distressing examples of the neglect of the
ordinary seamanship on the part of those in
charge of them, are yet most severe losses to all
those “owners,” “consigners,” “underwriters”
and ‘ships’ companies” concerned.
2. Sanction having been granted for a new
second order light for Santopilly, which may at
any time be expected, we shall then have a very
excellent fourth order light available for seven Pagodas, and
meanwhile, if Government approve of the suggestion, I might
myself avail of the services of the tug Madras now attending the
wrecks, and proceed in her to choose a site which shall be most
suitable for the purpose. There are several high rocks in the
neighborhood, and probably only a very moderate turret of
lighthouse will be necessary, the structure of which could be
commenced in anticipation of the arrival of the light; such a light
being only serviceable to the port of Madras itself, all the
expense, upkeep, &c., should be borne by the Port Fund of
Madras as distinguished from the General fund”.
th

On 16 January 1886, the Acting Chief Secretary W. Wilson
passed a fovourable order, advising the Port officer to report on
the best site for the proposed light and submit the estimate for
the construction of lighthouse.
Mr. T. E. Marshall, then Acting Port officer of Madras, after
visiting the site, recommended for erection of the light atop one
of the rocks called as Seven Pagodas by mariners, and the
Governor-General in Council has approved this proposal and
sanction was communicated to the Port Officer vide
th
Government order No. 167, dated 8 April 1886.
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Seven Pagodas
Even though the place is called ‘Seven
Pagodas’, there was only one Pagoda type
temple, ‘Shore temple’, believed to be
constructed during the Pandians’ rule in 12th or
th
13 Century, available there since the advent
of 17th Century. The local people believe that
there were seven pagoda type temples during
Pandian’s period and six of them were
swallowed up by the sea; but the Archeological diggings and
under water surveys could not prove the existence of any such
structures under the sea in the vicinity.
Captain M. W. Carr, who edited the book ‘The Seven
Pagodas on the Coromondal Coast’, published in the year
1869, compiling the articles written by William Chambers and
others, had made the following notes in his editorial;
“The origin of European appellation ‘Seven Pagodas’
cannot satisfactorily be traced. The name may have been
given, as stated by Dr. Graul’s guide, to the Five Rathas, the
Ganesa temple, and the Shore temple. The story of
“magnificent pagodas swallowed up by the sea” is as
apocryphal as the legend of the submerged city of Bali”.
The Calrification of C. Gubbins, Esq., B.C.S., in an article
written by him in 1853, in the XXII volume of the journal of
Asiatic society of Bengal, is more realistic;
th

“It is true that it has been generally believed that the sea
has encroached on the shore, and that many Pagodas and the
Buildings of this ancient city has been submerged even since
the English settlements took place; and it may therefore be
said that in all probability the site of this city was actually 20
miles from sea in the days when the Mahabharatha was

written. This idea is founded partly on the
mariner’s name of the Seven Pagodas, said to
indicate the existence (in the early days of
English intercourse with India) of Seven Pagodas
on the shore where now only one remains. But
personal inspection at once shows the fallacy of
the derivation of the name; the shore temples
being far too low to be perceived at the distance
that ships usually pass; more especially as they
are backed by the cave-hewn ridge; and it is
infinitely more probable that Mr. Chambers was correct in
referring the appellation to peculiar appearance presented by
the rounded peaks of this ridge itself, especially as temples were
vaguely known to exist in that neighborhood without their
situation being very accurately settled. He says “ The rock or
rather hill of stone, on which the great part of these works are
executed, is one of the principal marks of the mariners as they
approach the coast, and to them the place is known by the name
Seven Pagodas; possibly because the summits of the rock have
presented them with the idea as they passed.”

The light on top of Olakaneeswara temple
Even though Port officer’s proposal to place the light at
Seven Pagodas was firm, basing upon the complaints received
from some mariners in this regard, Chief Secretary to
Government of Madras, on 17th February 1886, ordered to
conduct a survey among the commanders of Ships frequented at
Madras Port. Out of the seventeen Commanders responded to
the opinion poll conducted by Madras Port officer, thirteen
backed the Port officer’s proposal to place the light at Seven
Pagodas, whereas, four commanders who opposed were of the
opinion that the light be placed at ‘Palar river’. The result of the
poll was communicated to the Chief Secretary by Port officer
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th

vide his letter of 20 April, 1886 with a remark;
“The dissentients recommend Palar river in
lieu, which betrays an imperfect knowledge of
local conditions”.
Chief Secretary E. Foster Webster, decided
to go with the majority, but while passing the
th
orders on 12 May 1886, asked the Port Officer
to consider the suggestion of the Captain of
Steamer ‘Rohilla’, that, ‘distinction should be
made between Pulicat lighthouse and the
proposed Seven Pagodas light’, be adopted. Since most of the
lights of that era were ‘fixed lights’, identification of light was
difficult for mariners and sometimes that lead to accidents. To
overcome this, initially, revolving aluminium screens were put
in front of the lamps to
get flashing light’s
effect with a unique
character and at later
stage, revolving optics
or flashing acetylene
gas flashers were
introduced.

Photograph of 1900

A detailed proposal
regarding identification
of light was submitted
by Acting Port Officer T.
E. Marshall, on 9 t h
August 1886;
“The site selected
for the seven pagodas
light is situated 29 miles
to the south of Madras,
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or about 9 miles beyond the range of the Madras
light, and 47 miles north of Pondicherry. Madras
displays a white revolving light, and is
Pondicherry a white fixed light, and it is in
reference to these two lights that the
description of the light to be fixed at Seven
Pagodas must be decided. Pulicat light is 21
miles from Madras, and 49 miles from the seven
Pagodas, and a vessel running down the coast,
and missing the former light is bound to sight
the Madras light, which is visible at a distance of 20 miles. The
seven pagodas light will not be a Port light, but a danger light to
steamers bound to Madras from south and during the prevalence
of the north-east monsoon,
and it might advantageously
be a red light, and the fourth
order Dioptric lantern from
Santapille could as proposed
in this office letter No.385
th
dated 20 January last, be
utilised by the substitution of
red chimneys in lieu of white.
Captain Taylor approves of
this proposal.
I would however, take this
opportunity of bringing to the
notice of the government that
the French authorities are
contemplating a change in
the Pondicherry light. The
British Consul at that part, on
being asked to obtain
information regarding the
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character of the new light, states, in reply, “that
the question of new light is still subjudice”. It is
to be hoped that it is not the intention of the
Authorities to alter the character of the
Pondicherry light from “white fixed” to “white
revolving” like the Madras light, and I would
recommend that the French government be
communicated with on the subject, as two first
class lights on the same description, only 77
miles apart, each having a radius of 20 miles, are
likely lead to confusion”.

Olakaneeswara temple an old bonfire
lighthouse?
Another popular belief among the local population of
Mahabalipuram (Seven Pagodas, named Mavalivaram in ancient
records, Mahabalipuram a exonym by British, is now renamed as
Mamallapuram by Tamilnadu State Government, and the

Olakaneeswara temple
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Lighthouse is called as Mahabalipur lighthouse
since nineteen thirties) that the Olakaneeswara
temple was an old bonfire lighthouse. They
believe that a bonfire was lit on Olakaneeswara
temple that stands on top of
Mahishasuramardini cave temple, since the
Pallava period, to guide the mariners, and there
th
was a flourishing port at Mahabalipuram in 13
Century. But the Archeological surveys and
diggings could not find any substantive evidence
in this regard till date. Moreover the claim of ‘Pallavas
constructed the Mahabalipuram temples also is being questioned
by some Archeologists, since nineteenth century.
The Olakaneeswara temple was a temple of Lord “Siva”
(Olakaneeswara means Lord of the world), and the idol, a
‘Sivalingam’ was thrown out of the sanctum by some vandals in
the end of eighteenth century or in the advent of nineteenth
century. Sri Kavali Lakshmayya, in his article ‘Description of
Pagodas & C. at Mavalivaram’ written in Telugu language in 1803,
mentioned that “The God has rolled away someway. They say
that if all the jungle is cut down, the linga will be found”, quoting
a local Brahmin. Thus the claim of ‘Olakaneeswara temple a
bonfire lighthouse’ can be completely ruled out and this image
might was put upon this structure, for the old Seven Pagodas oil
lamp lit lighthouse was placed on this structure during the period
from 1887 to 1900.

Modifications to the temple structure
When the decision was taken to place the Seven Pagodas
lighthouse atop Olakaneeswara temple, there was no roof for it
and the Public works department has made an estimate to cover
the roof using granite slabs of 1 foot x 9 inches size and six inches
concrete above them with two coats of lime plastering.
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The inspection report of Superintending
Engineer of Public works department, who
visited Seven Pagodas immediately after
completion of the construction works, will give a
clear picture about the works carried out;
“…. the light is placed on the top of a small
ruined temple on the highest point of the rocky
hill on which are the celebrated carvings. The
temple was roofless; cross walls were
constructed inside the temple from the middle of each side, and
on this was built a platform on stone slabs 8 or 9 inches thick. On
this the lantern has been placed and is firmly attached to it.
This platform is 119 feet above mean sea level, and the light is
some four feet higher. The light is a red one, and is visible ten
miles out of the sea. Access to the rock is obtained by first a
steep pathway with stone steps in interval, then turning to left
by stone steps built in a passage which has been blasted up the
face of the rock.
On arriving nearly at the top a turn is made to the right, and
the temple door is reached by some more steps. From the
temple floor you can access to the lantern by a ladder. One of
the partitions into which the temple is divided by the cross wall
is used as a store room.”
It wood be as well to have the interior of the temple walls
whitewashed so as to improve the lights. .....”
On receiving the Superintending Engineer’s report, The
Under secretary to Government, Public works department,
passed an order that Mr. Rea, of the Archeological survey of
India should be consulted before white washing the interior of
temple.
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Construction of Staff quarters
Along with the modification to the temple
structure to install the lantern, a Lighthouse
Superintendent’s quarters with two rooms,
surrounded by an enclosed veranda and an outhouse with a kitchen, toilet and a store room
was made at an expenditure of Rs. 4425/-. Five
lascars lines and two sentry boxes at an
expenditure of Rs. 2270/- and Rs. 150/respectively were also constructed.

Equipment from Santapille lighthouse
The Santapille lighthouse in the Andhra Pradesh coast first
commissioned in the year 1836 had several changes of
equipments on different occasions either due to natural
calamities or modernisation on complaints from the mariners. A
new fourth order Dioptric lens and Capillary lamps were installed
at Santapille in 1870, but the light did not serve the purpose, for
the power of light beam was insufficient to reach the outer edge
of Santapille reef and complaints started pouring from mariners.
The matters worsened after stranding of Sailing Ship ‘Decca’
on the Santapille reef in 1877 and the Special court appointed to
investigate the circumstances of stranding recommended that,
“the light be removed from its present position and exhibited
from a lighthouse built on Santapille rocks”. Since it was not easy
to construct a lighthouse on the reef, the Port officer objected
this ruling and submitted a proposal to Government of India for a
new fourth order fixed Dioptric lens with a red sector showing
over the reef.
When the proposal for a new light was presented to
government of India, it was laid before the National Committee
and the outcome was not a new light, but orders to survey the
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reef and to try the possibilities of blasting the
reef away. On receiving the survey reports, the
Madras Port Officer Commander Taylor himself
examined the Santapille reef in 1886 and
reported the impracticability of blasting and
removing the reef and requested the
Government of India to revive the original
proposal for a new second order fixed light.
Considering the report of Port officer, finally
Government of India gave the green signal for a
new second order optic and equipments were ordered. The new
th
light was commissioned on 24 September 1886 at Santapille
and the fourth order fixed light with lantern that became
surplus was transferred to Seven Pagodas lighthouse.

Posting of staff
As per the proposition statement for the establishment of
the lighthouse submitted by J. H. Taylor, Port officer, Madras, to
the Acting chief Secretary, dated 27

th

October 1886, the

proposed staff position for Seven Pagodas lighthouse and their
salaries were;
Designation
Monthly Salary
Superintendent Keeper
Rs. 70/Head lightkeeper
Rs. 8/2 Lightkeeper
Rs. 7/3 Lightkeeper
Rs. 6/4 Lightkeeper
Rs. 6/5 Lightkeeper
Rs. 6/As per standing orders prevailing then, the Superintendent
nd

rd

th

th

Keeper or Superintendent of lighthouse would be British and
others could be recruited from natives.
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Commissioning of Lighthouse
The Old Lantern room and light equipments
brought from Santapille were installed on the
platform provided above the temple and the
illuminant was a three wick coconut oil lamp
with a parabolic mirror at the back, to reflect the
light towards sea, for maximum efficiency.
Instead of white chimneys used at Santapille, red
chimneys were placed on the lamp, for the light
was declared as a red light for identification. The light that had a
range of ten miles was commissioned in February 1887.

Maintenance of wick lamps
Maintenance of wick lamps was a strenuous work for the duty
lightkeepers, for it required constant attention to get the best
performance. There were clear-cut instructions to lightkeepers
in this regard, and instructions given to Lightkeepers by Trinity
house, the authority that maintains all British lighthouses, in the
nineteenth century, reads as follows.
“ At sunrise, each of the wicks should be raised about one
sixteenth of an inch, the oil supply to the burner shut off, the
drain cock on the body of the burner fully opened, also the
damper on the ventilating tube. The flame should then be
allowed to gradually subside, until it is entirely extinguished,
and the soft dry formation on the top of the wicks carefully
rubbed off by the fingers, after which the tubes of the burner
should be thoroughly cleaned out with a feather, and the deposit
removed from the saucer. When this has been done, the spare
burner should be moved into focus, and dealt with in a similar
manner. Both burners then be washed thorough with a supply of
oil, after they will be ready for service at sunset. During the day
time the wicks are to be protected by the caps provided for that
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purpose. After wicks once been used in service,
trimming by means of scissors must be carefully
avoided, except when the charring is of too
great a depth to allow of its being burnt off, as
above described, in which case the wick is to be
cut perfectly smooth and level, and afterwards
burnt off.
Under no circumstances is the oil to be
turned on until the burner becomes perfectly
cool, as such a course is
attended with considerable risk. The tips of
the burners are to be maintained perfectly
clean, but no attempt should be made to
keep them bright. They should merely be
boiled in potash every morning, and then,
while hot, dipped in cold water, when any
deposit may be easily removed with the
fingers. Care must be taken that the tips
rest truly and properly on the top of the
wick tube when in place. When the burner
is first lighted, the damper should be
nearly wide open, and gradually closed
until the flame rises to the
service conditions. If the
damper be closed beyond this
point, the flame will be
increased in volume, and
become red and smoky. The
flame should be gradually
increased, and the wicks
adjusted accordingly, during
the first half hour after
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lighting, when the burner is being heated to its
proper temperature. At the end of that time, or
when the wicks and flame are at their full
development, slight adjustments only of the
damper will be required for the remainder of
the period of burning. The Keepers are enjoyed
to pay the utmost attention to the least
alteration of flame, which should be met by a
corresponding use of the damper; as only by
unremitting care and attention to this point can
the flame be maintained at its full power, the wicks be kept
from charring, and from the consequent necessity of trimming.
As a rule, the wicks should scarcely be touched after attaining
their proper height’ for, although raising them will, for a time,
raise the flame, it will soon decrease, the wicks will become
carbonized, and the capillary actions will be lost.”
A standing instruction in 1850, to the lightkeepers posted at
Telicherry lighthouse in Kerala coast, shows that wicks were
changed every day and the wick rolls were stored very carefully
to avoid dampness.

Coconut oil for wick lamps
Different types of oils were used to light the lighthouse
lamps worldwide, that included whale oil, animal fats and
vegetable oils like Colza, Olive, Linseed and Cocoanut oil. In
India, where there were no whaling activities and butchering of
animals for food was very limited, only vegetable oils were used
in lighthouse lamps. While selecting an oil to light the lighthouse
lamp, the following qualities were considered.
1. The mean intensity given by the consumption of an equal
quantity of oil in lamps of one or several wicks.
2. The time duration which the lamp burns without trimming
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and apparent reduction in the intensity of
the flame.
3. The resistant to freezing.
4. The cost and local availability.
Even though the cocoanut oil has the bad
quality of quick freezing, in Indian conditions
where the temperature does not go very low, its
performance is best when compared to the
other vegetable oils and so there was a standing
instruction in Madras state that coconut oil only
be used for lighting the wick lamps in lighthouses. Till the
introduction of mineral oils in lighthouse lighting, coconut oil
was getting the first preference in Indian lighthouses.

Report of Archeologist
As advised by the Under Secretary to Government, Public
works department Chief Engineer had consulted Mr. Rea,
Archeological Surveyor with the Archeological Survey of India,
for expert opinion on the question of whitewashing the
th
Olakaneeswara temple inside. Mr. Rea in his report dated 14
May 1888, mentioned the Olakaneeswara temple structure as;
“…… is one of the existing Pallava structures of the 6th or 7th
Centuries A.D., contemporaneous with the shore temple, and
some of the caves. If this is the one over which the light has been
erected, it is a pity but some other spot had been selected. But if
it is really is there, the whitewashing of the interior, will now
make little or no difference”.
To support his claims, Mr. Rea has submitted a copy of
drawings of the Seven Pagodas, prepared by Colonel Sanky, and
printed under the auspicious of Duke of Buckingham. Since the
damages were already been done, and nothing could be changed
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at that point, the matter was dropped, but the
Olakaneeswara temple inside was never
whitewashed.

Superintendent of Lighthouse
in-charge of ancient monuments
The Archeological surveyor’s report
blaming the Port and Public Works Department
authorities for disfiguring an old temple
structure with full of sculptures, put the
Government in a bad position, and may be
repentant on this, Superintendent of lighthouse was entrusted
with the responsibility of protecting all the ancient monuments
at Mahabalipuram to stop vandalism on these structures. This
arrangement continued till the Archeological Survey of India
took over these structures for protection.

Ashpitel’s survey on navigational aids
Even though the red light at Seven Pagodas was suppose to
give 10 miles range, in bad weather, the performance of the
light was not satisfactory and on complaints from Mariners,
Madras Government had considered the matter seriously and
favoured for an eighteen mile revolving light.
Mr. F. W Ashpitel, Superintendent of Lighthouses,
Lighthouse division has conducted a detailed study on
performance of lighthouses in Madras state, visiting all of
them personally, and the report submitted by him to Madras
nd
State Government on 22 June 1885 had the following remarks
on Seven Pagodas lighthouse;
“(a) The location is unsuitable being at too great an elevation
for the existing very feeble light. A better site can easily be
found on one of the rocks near the existing tower.
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(b) The light is exhibited on top of the Pagoda
and the whole arrangement is very
unsuitable. The building is dark, illventilated and very inconvenient. It will be
better, and probably just as cheap
eventually, to install the proposed eighteen
mile flash light on a new tower where
sufficient drop can be obtained for the
weight and the ventilation properly
provided for…………
(c) The apparatus is a fourth order fixed apparatus with a
silvered spherical mirror in rear. The light is coloured by a
red cylinder and, even if converted into white occulting,
would be of insufficient power. ………”
Based upon these remarks, Government Order No. 245
(Marine) dated 8th April 1896 was passed, declaring that ‘the new
lighthouse at Seven Pagodas is a matter of urgency’.
In 1888, Ashpitel conducted a survey among the Ship
commanders, Port officers, Mercantile and Marine companies,
Clearing agencies, Fleet owners etc. on improvements to be
done in existing navigational aids and erection on the new ones,
several Commanders recommended that the existing Seven
Pagodas lighthouse to be improved by erecting a new tower and
installing new revolving light in place of the existing fixed red
light.

Estimate for new lighthouse
Basing on the G.O. No. 245 dated 8th April 1896 and the
Survey conducted by himself, Mr. F. W. Ashpitel has submitted an
estimate for Rs. 49920/- (Rupees forty nine thousand nine
hundred and twenty only) for construction of a new lighthouse
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and two new Assistant lightkeeper quarters at
Seven Pagodas. When new equipments were
proposed, there was a change in establishment
also; instead of one Superintendent keeper and
five Lightkeepers, one Head lightkeeper and two
Assistant lightkeepers only were proposed.
Government has accepted the proposals except
some changes in the drawings for Lightkeepers’
quarters, and passed sanction order No. 588 (W)
th
on 24 February 1899.

Construction of new tower
The new lighthouse tower was constructed on a rock
adjacent to the Olakaneeswara temple structure, using granite
stones available at that area. The 26 meter high, cylindrical
tower was constructed using dressed granite stones fixed in
cement mortar. 76 well dressed granite slabs were embedded in
the tower wall to form a spiral staircase to reach the service
room, and from there, 17 soft stone steps to take one to lantern
room, with iron handrails for protection allover.

Lantern room
The lantern room of Mahabalipur lighthouse supplied by M/s
Chance Brothers of England is fitted on a masonry pedestal built
with 17 lines of neatly dressed granite stones, which has an
interior teak wood lining and twelve gun metal hit-and-miss
ventilators to control the ambient temperature. The two layers
of glazing with curved glasses have sixteen sections; out of
these, six sections on the shore side is now blinded with metal
sheets. The roof of the lantern is double copper dome, with cast
iron rafters and surmounted by a circular copper ventilator. A
gunmetal vane with a copper feather is fitted on top of the dome
to show the direction of wind and the vane is connected to a
pointer inside the lantern room, on a gunmetal dial, having
points of the compass marked on it to read the wind direction
without stepping outside. The Indian lightkeepers had the
practice of recording wind direction in the duty log hourly, till
the duty position of lightkeepers were shifted from the lantern
rooms to Powerhouses at the bottom of the tower, after
electrification of the lights.
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The outside surface of copper dome was regularly polished
by the light keepers to keep it shining bright. In 1967, it was
decided by authorities to paint the dome outside with deep
orange colour paint to go with the international standards. The
inside of lighthouse dome is painted with black paint of mat
finish, to prevent reflection of light.

Equipments ordered
The equipments for Mahabalipur lighthouse were ordered at
M/s Chance Brothers, England through the Director-general of
stores, India office, London, along with the equipments required
for modernisation of Pulicat lighthouse. Then presidency Port
officer Commander T. G. R Finny who had bad experiences while
at Burma, of receiving lighthouse apparatus from England in
imperfect conditions, made a representation to Government,
suggesting that the work of inspecting the lighthouse apparatus
meant for Seven Pagodas at London, before shipment, be
entrusted to Mr. F. W. Ashpitel, who was proceeding on leave to
England. Government
agreed with this proposal
as the Secretary to
Government also felt that
this arrangement will tend
to rectify possible defects
in the apparatus, and thus
prevent any delay in
installation and exhibition
of light, and orders were
passed on 24th April 1900
entrusting the work to Mr.
Ashpitel and sanctioning
him 10 days’ ‘leave on
duty’.
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Equipments for Kaup redirected
Construction work of lighthouse tower
progressed in full swing and was targeted to
complete by middle of year 1900. The
manufacturers were supposed to supply the
equipments for Kaup lighthouse for shipment by
th
15 May 1900 and for Seven Pagodas lighthouse
by 15th August 1900. At Kaup, near Udupi in the
present Karnataka state, where the lighthouse
tower was erected on a rock in the sea, it was not possible to
install the equipments in the monsoon rain season and was to
wait till 1st October for fair season. Aware of this, Madras State
Government, on 24th April 1900 made a representation to
Government of India for permission to utilise the equipments
meant for Kaup lighthouse at Seven Pagodas to speed up the
th
exhibition of Light. Government order No. 2722 W dated 4
October 1900 shows that this proposal was allowed and
equipments originally meant for Kaup lighthouse was installed at
Mahabalipur lighthouse.

Installation and
commissioning of new light
The new ‘Second order’
catadioptric type revolving optic with
three panels set side by side to produce
a group of three flashes in every twenty
seconds, was floated on mercury for
friction free rotation. The rotation of
optic with a constant speed of three
revolutions per minute was made
possible using a clock-work mechanism
supplied by M/s Chance Brothers. A dead
weight hanging at the end of a long wire

rope, and wound on a drum connected to the
clock work gears and a speed governor, store the
energy required for the rotation of optic
continuously for four hours, on a single winding.
The main illuminant installed was a 55mm
petroleum vapour burner manufactured by M/s
Chance brothers themselves and the standby
illuminant was a French three wick capillary
lamp. The three sizes of petroleum vapour
burners available then were 35mm, 55mm and
85mm and the size shows the diameter of the mantle placed on
the burner. The equipments were installed by lighthouse
engineers and were commissioned in March 1901.

Petroleum vapour burner
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Approach to Mahabalipuram
Mahabalipuram is now well connected with
Madras city through East Coast Road and the
distance is 55 Km., but the case was different in
olden days. For the inspection of site, in 1886,
Madras Port officer had traveled through
Buckingham Canal in a tug owned by the port.
When the lighthouse was commissioned, the
Lightkeepers were taking the roundabout route
through Chingalpet, after crossing the
Buckingham Canal, to reach Madras. As there was no regular
ferry at this point then, the staff were finding difficulties and in
1913, a proposal was sent to Port officer Madras for the
purchase of a Boat at a cost of Rs. 130/-. But the Port officer had
a different view in this regard and while forwarding the original
proposal to Government, made the following notes in the file.
“The cost of a 2 ton boat at the present time will probably
amount to Rs. 150/- and the maintenance charges about Rs. 1215 per annum. Possibly these charges might be less than the
monthly allowance proposed, but even so I do not recommend
the purchase of a boat because lying idle as she will do in the
canal for a good deal of time, she will deteriorate rapidly by
adhesion of barnacles and the boring of worms. Moreover the
canal is good distance from the lighthouse and it will be difficult
to keep a watch on the boat and prevent her damage or the
theft of her gear. Further the boat will not enable the
Lightkeepers to cross the swampy ground beyond the canal
which in the rainy season is inundated for miles.”
Considering the remarks of the Port officer, Government of
Madras has sanctioned ferry charges at the rate of Rs. 3/- per
month to the lighthouse staff posted at seven Pagodas
lighthouse from the Contingencies expense fund.
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Change in Character of light
When the revolving Catadioptric light was
commissioned in the year 1900, the character of
light was triple flash in every 20 seconds; but
later in 1940, it was decided to change the
character of light to single flash (White) in every
ten seconds and this was obtained by rearranging
the bull eyes of the optic. This commendable job
was done by the lighthouse workshop staff under
Engineer Supervisor Mr. M. S. Paranjpe and
Engineer in Chief Mr. A. N. Seal.

Granite tower
The lighthouse towers are called as land marks in day time
and to identify a tower from a distance in sea, lighthouse towers
are constructed in different shapes and when identical towers
are constructed in the same locality, different colours and colour
patterns are given to help mariners for easy identification.
Mahabalipur lighthouse tower constructed with dressed granite
stones was never painted due to the archeological importance of
the place, and the tower is well matched with the structures of
the second century A. D. in the surroundings.

Modernisation of illuminants
The catadioptric revolving optic installed
in year 1901 is still in use at Mahabalipur
lighthouse and in good condition. The
illuminant was changed as 3500W 110V
electric incandescent lamp in 1994 and later in
August 2004, a cluster of 3 Nos. 150W, 230V
Metal halide lamps was inducted.
The clock-work mechanism for rotation of
optic has been replaced by electronic pulse
motors.

Directorate-General of Lighthouses
and Lightships
Lighthouses are maintained by collecting
light dues from the ships, and since the Seven
Pagodas lighthouse was erected and maintained
by Madras port, they collected the light dues
from the ships calling at Madras port, in lieu of
Seven Pagodas and Madras lighthouses. When
the Madras state Government passed the ‘Coast
light dues bill’ in 1904, it was decided that light dues will be
collected at any one of the south Indian port, for the services
rendered by all lighthouses in South India. After passing of Coast
light dues bill, separate lighthouse wing was formed under
Marine department and Seven Pagodas lighthouse was
transferred to them along with all other major lighthouses in
south India.
In 1927, Indian Lighthouse act was passed by the British
Indian Parliament and Department of Lighthouses and Lightships
was formed and given authority to erect and maintain all general
Lighthouses in India, with power to collect light dues. Foreign
registered ships calling at Indian ports are also liable to pay light
dues.
At present, the Directorate-General of Lighthouses and
Lightships, with Head quarters at Noida, is the authority to
maintain the Lighthouse in Indian coast and under him, there are
seven Directorates at Jamnagar, Mumbai, Cochin, Chennai,
Visakapatinam, Kolkota and Port Blair and we all work together
to maintain uninterrupted functioning of 179 Lighthouses, 23
DGPS transmitters, 64 Racons and 23 Deep Sea Lighted Buoys.
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